Strip Cleaners

Designed For Precision Cleaning Requirements
Custom Design & Fabrication
Aqueous, Semi-Aqueous, Halogenated Solvent & Hydrocarbon Processes
Vapor / Spray, Liquid Immersion & Ultrasonic Models
Many Material Handling Options
UL Certification

The Following Are EXAMPLES Of Strip Cleaning Systems...
Baron Blakeslee Can Provide A Custom Design For Your Unique Strip Cleaning Requirement
Strip Cleaners

Continuous, “Reel To Reel Cleaning”
Aqueous Strip Cleaner

High Speed, “Reel To Reel” Processing Of Continuous Materials
Ultrasonic Strip Cleaner
Strip Cleaners

Precision & Industrial Designs Available
Aqueous Strip Cleaner Components
Large Aqueous Strip Cleaner Example
Small Aqueous Strip Cleaner Example
Vapor Degreaser Strip Cleaner Example

DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

- SOLVENT: 4PB
- SOLVENT CAPACITY: 100 GALLONS
- ELECTRICAL SERVICE: 240/480V
- PRODUCTION: 2 PIECES STRIP & 3 PIECES MAX
- HEAT INPUT: ELECTRIC HEATERS
- REFRIGERATION: AIR COOLED PRIMARY AND SECONDARY
- SOLVENT PIPING: STAINLESS STEEL
- CONDENSER TUBE: STAINLESS STEEL TUBE
- OUTER CABINET: TINTED PANELS
- TANK INSULATION: 1 INCH

Diagram of the vapor degreaser strip cleaner with labeled parts such as 'Control Panel', 'Freonboard Refrigeration System (band)', 'Primary Refrigeration System', 'Base', 'Roller', 'Cover', 'Freonboard Cooling Zone', and 'Water Separator (FB)'.
Vapor Degreaser Strip Cleaner Example
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